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In the name of Allah, the most Gracious, the most Merciful 

Abstract of the Master Degree Thesis: 

Entitled: “ The Opinions of Imam Abdu El-Malik Ibnu El-

Majoushen by which he adverted the famous Rite of  El-Imam Malik –

Allah’s mercy be upon him-“ 

The jurisprudence schools in the Malikite Rite had been differentiated 

and the most essential reasons of that,the diversity of  Imam malik and his 

Companions Students’ points of view, this had led some of them to oppose 

the Imam in few of his Opinions further they had independed by their 

visions and in a Legal Reasoning. 

    This had tried to make a spotlight on one of the scholars of this 

Rite and one of the brilliant students of Imam Malik-Allah’s mercy be 

upon him-, the leader of the Medina school: The Jurisprudent ”Abdu 

El-Malik Bnu Abdu El-Aziz Bnu El-Majoushen -Allah’s mercy be 

upon him-, through exhibiting his jurisprudence opinions in that he had 

contradicted the famous speech of imam malik -Allah’s mercy be 

upon him-( in the division of worships -ibaddate-; and illustrating his 

jurisprudent methodology. 

    The thesis constituted of: Introduction; and an Introductory 

Chapter; and Six Chapters and a Conclusion with in an Artistic 

Catalogues (Prefaces).   

-Regarding the introduction: I had mentioned in it: the problematic 

of the research-paper with its definition and showing the impulses the 

choosing this topic, its importance, its purposes, and the adopted 

methodology in this study and drawing of the research-paper outline, 

and the most obstacles that I had faced by mentioning the previous 

studies. 

-And regarding the introductory chapter: contained the 

bibliography of the El-Iimam Bnu Eel-mMajoushen, by demonstrating 

his political, social.  

economical and scientific Era ; and parts of his personal and 

scientific life by exposing his status in the rite; also I had spoken about 

The Medina School, its trials, and characteristics for he is considered as 



 

 

its Leader; then I moved to define the important terms mentioned in the 

title of The Research-Paper; because they were very essential in my 

Topic.   

-And the five chapters: had included the gathering of the Bnu El-

Majoushen Jurisprudence Opinions that opposing the rite of  Imam 

Malik 

-Allah’s mercy be upon him-(The Worships’ Division) starting by 

the Ablution’s Gate and ending by the Pilgrimage’s Gate and its 

Sections, I had kept attention in studying his opinions in a detailed 

study compared with the famous speech and others, also I took care of 

showing the proofs and discussing them hardly. 

- In the sixth chapter: the study was related to the clarification of  

Bnu El-Majoushen’s Jurisprudence Methodology-Allah’s mercy be 

upon him- according to his Jurisprudence Opinions and what they had 

treated of  Imam Abdu El-Malik  jurisprudence cases. 

- And the conclusion: contained an exhibition of the most reached 

results in this thesis, and the study had shown many contradictions of  

Bnu El-Majoushen to his teacher Imam Malik and his was not an allied 

imitator of his imam; but he was interested by the legal-reasoning lying 

on the evidence and on what had impacted the malikite’s rite. 

   Then I had concluded the research–paper by an artistic catalogues 

(prefaces), discovering the contents of the thesis. 

 

-And Allah’s Peace and Blessing be upon His Prophet 

Muhammad,  

and his Relatives and his Companions- 

-And Thanks Allah of granting us Luck and Support-. 

 

  

 


